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Campaign photo with  Michel  and Julia  for our SS19 drop 2019.

STORY

We strive to create a common ground, designed to 
inspire the youth to be brave, disruptive, and powerful. 
The kind of common ground we were ourselves 
missing from the fashion scene while chasing our 
dreams to create post-modern expressions for 
swedish fashion.

For Diemonde fashion is a tool that we use to innovate 
and bridge new expressions that defines the narrative 
of modern Swedish culture.

Diemonde is a mindset;
Carried by the brave and inspired by the limitless.
Worn by those who believe in creating their own story.

WHY
To create common ground for a new generation. 

 

HOW
By combining street culture with timeless and 

minimalistic design. 

 

WHAT
Sartorial Streetwear



Patrice  wearing wavy set on the left and on the right our signature Wool Jacket "Midsummer Eve" and trousers from our first official drop  2017.

diemonde

/ˈd(aj)mond(ə)/
adjective: diemonde

1. The beauty in the contrast between 
different worlds

2. Rebirth

SLOGAN
#NOUVEAU SUEDE
#SAVE THE YOUTH
#MADE IN SWEDEN 

CORE VALUES
BRAVE
DISRUPTIVE
POWERFUL



BRAND CONCEPT

With all garments we create, we strive for the perfect 
balance between sartorial and streetwear by 
combining street culture with timeless design and 
Scandinavian minimalism. Our mission is to create 
timeless and luxurious style with long lasting garments 
from a multi-dimensional Sweden to the world.

Our approach to sustainability is to shape a better 
future for the next generation. The inspiration to 
everything we create is rooted in the contrast between 
different perspectives, cultures and elements. 
Diemonde is a common ground for these worlds to 
meet and create new expressions for our generation. 

This page: campaign photo of Marvin and Nana from 2021 koncept “Crospire”



MAGAZINE MENTIONS

READ THE FULL ARTICLE

READ THE FULL ARTICLE

READ THE FULL ARTICLE

READ THE FULL ARTICLE
READ THE FULL ARTICLE

https://www.vogue.com/article/angelo-da-silveira-diemonde-and-fugeetex-founder-stockholm
https://www.booztgroup.com/insights/the-winners-of-the-sfw-x-booztcom-new-talent-and-innovation-award-2021-are-announced-on-the-first-day-of-stockholm-fashion-week
https://www.forbes.com/sites/roxannerobinson/2021/09/06/sustainable-in-sweden-stockholm-fashion-week-returns-with-a-focus-on-the-future/
https://www.voguescandinavia.com/articles/diemonde-runway-ss22
https://www.elle.se/mode/elle-moter-modebranschens-framtid/7468355


A SELECTION
FROM OUR 
PREVIOUS 
COLLECTION
SS21 



Change-making brand 

Introducing new solutions to 
industry and society problems, 
Diemonde’s conscious value chain is 
more efficient, sustainable, and 
equitable than more traditional 
solutions, with the value they create 
meant to benefit society, using 
fashion for good while leading the 
way to the future apparel industry.

Within the physical-digital networks 
of interactions, fashion brands 
assume a new social role were 
products lose their ultimate meaning 
while narrations that deliver brands’ 
values become the true reason the 
public engages in conversation with 
the brands and recognizes their 
social and cultural influence as 
their actual value.

CSR focused supply chain with 
flexibility and transparency

New regulations and customer 
demands forcing the market to shift 
to apparel made by environmentally 
and socially conscious brands, 
whole supply chain is considered by 
the end-customer driving demand. In 
fact according to recent study 
results published by McKinsey, 55 
percent of global online consumers 
across 60 countries say they are 
willing to pay more for products and 
services provided by companies that 
are committed to positive social and 
environmental impact.

 
The larger incentives will contribute 
to increased demand and/or the 
ability to charge a higher price 
towards the end-customer when 
labeled Made In Sweden. 

Great potential for future convex 
growth and scalability

Revenue generated from apparel 
sales have a gross profit margin of 
40-60% and due to the focus low 
volume and on-demand production 
the variable costs are expected to be 
small with low levels of inventory. 
And the gross profit margin from the 
revenues generated by “Made to 
Measure Street Wear” is 60-70% 

Diemonde has done plenty of 
Custome Made pieces by 
appointment and collaborative 
projects throughout the years with 
various revenue streams such as 
collaborative collections, merch, 
pop-up concepts, creative platforms 
and exclusive products to name a 
few. 

Strong community and customer 
centric brand both physical and 

digital

The market is demanding change, 
and in an industry that has lagged, 
especially in diversity and early 
stage of manufacturing. Diemonde 
is addressing a big need on the 
market derived from own 
experience – inductive approach 
and not by deductive methods or 
uncertain hypothesis

First to market advantage since no 
other brand available in Sweden 
offering solutions to modern 
cultural, industrial and society 
challenges at ones.       This will 
change in the upcoming future but 
Diemonde aspires on setting the 
standards and being the pioneers 
of new age Swedish fashion 
brands 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Unique global brand with local production and the opportunity to scale 
focusing on environmental and social responsibility.



STUDIO / SHOWROOM

In October 2018, Diemondes first Ateljé were opened at 
Värmeverket in the Stockholm suburb Bredäng. From here, we 
want to be a symbol for the growing creative craft outside the 
inner city in an environment that breathes Diemonde's 
identity. 

In august 2020 we opened our office-showroom in the heart 
of Stockholm, Östermalm. From here we have a central 
complement to our Studio-Atéljé. From our showroom we 
carry out brand-building activities for exposure and sales 
purposes. We are open to spontaneous meetings and offers 
our “Made to Measure Streetwear” concept.

Campaign photo from our first lookbook shoot in Mykonos for our  AW drop 2017 staring Patrice.



DIEMONDE.COM

Our online shop is our primary selling channel 
and also our platform where we communicate 
everything surrounding the Diemonde brand. 
Events, campaign photos, collaborations and 
any other news.

Screenshot of Diemonde.com

https://diemonde.com/


RETAILERS

Our retailer strategy is to work with brand-building 
retailers were our focus is on quality rather than 
quantity. We want to make sure Diemonde is a good 
complement to the existing assortment. Whether it’s 
a small independent shop or a huge store we always 
look at the core values and what other brands they 
stock. Being associated with other quality brands 
with similar values is, of course important.

In 2020 - 2021 we will focus on finding selective 
retailers to carry our brand primary abroad to 
introduce modern scandinavian streetwear on the 
global fashion scene. 

Retailers with a commission model are limited to 
stock 1 item of each size and are able to restock 
with 5 - 10 days delivery. Retailers with pre-order 
models are limited to order maximums 50 garments 
per style from each collection. 

CURRENT STOCKIST
Sneakersnstuff - Sthlm store & global e-commerce 
Aplace - Malmö & Sthlm store & e-commerce

Lookbook shoot from our SS20 campaign starring Patrice.  



COLLECTIONS – SHOWCASING &  MEETINGS

Diemonde offers two main collections per year; 
Spring/Summer and Fall/Winter. Our essentials and signature 
garments are made in Portugal while the exclusive 
“Made-In-Sweden” koncept is produced on-demand at our 
own micro factory. Our Ateljé concept is made in-house in 
collaboration with local brands and creatives. 

Both collections are showcased  in January and launches as 
drops. Spring/Summer drops April - June and Fall/Winter Aug 
- Nov. Make an appointment to visit our Stockholm studio and 
showrooms or get in touch with us to schedule a time for 
digital presentation.

Sales 
Jimmie@diemonde.com

Showroom
Elca@diemonde.com

Editorials of our vintage corduroy sett, Star Chill Sweatpant and wool overshirt from Diemonde AW drop 2019 starring, Gustav, Patrice, and Joseline.

mailto:Angelo@diemonde.com
mailto:Angelo@diemonde.com


COLLECTIONS – DEADLINES AND DELIVERY

SPRING/SUMMER 2022 (Q1) DROP 1 
Delivery: March 1 - March 31
Release: April - June

FALL/WINTER 2022 (Q3) DROP 2
Delivery: August 1 – August 31 
Release: September - November

Lookbook shoot for our  SS20  drop starring Patrice, on the left in our Vintage Corduroy jacket.



FACTORIES

We have developed a good relationship with a factory in Porto, 
with previous experience from Scandinavian brands such as 
Wood Wood and Our Legacy. All our jersey production and 
essentials are produced in Europe. 

The vision for our production strategy is to work towards a 
more sustainable value chain by moving our productions to 
Sweden. From 2020 we will scale up our exclusive on-demand 
koncept “Made In Sweden”. Today we produce 80% of our 
garments locally in Sweden. 

Our onshore factory Fugeetex is located beside a waste 
disposal factory in Sweden, which enable us to offer varies 
recycling alternatives in the future. 

Fugeetex is a resource-efficient and climate-smart supply chain 
solution that values and develops existing craftsmanship skills 
and experience of newly-arrived women living in Sweden.  The 
main objective is to obtain true circular fashion focused on 
transparency and quality. We strive for that by offering two key 
services such as quality low quantity and on-demand 
production in Sweden. 

Through our specially adapted education we are able to 
develop existing experience to offer a solution that innovates 
the swedish fashion industry. 

MICRO FACTORY VIDEO PRESENTATION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4EOST9jpx4&feature=youtu.be


MARKETING

Marketing strategies are executed mainly through digital 
activations but also through events, pop-up concepts and by 
personal relations with influencers. Diemonde has a great 
network in Sweden. Through our network we have built strong 
personal relationships with influential people both in Sweden 
and abroad that share our values. 

Just to name a few, Diemonde has been worn by Usher, 
Timbuktu, Young Thug, Andreas Wijk, Jireel, Benjamin 
Ingrosso, Labrinth, Off-set, Victor Lindelöf Nilsson, Sabina 
Ddumba, Roger Dupé, Caroline Seger, Michel Torneus, John 
Guidetti, Zara Larsson and more. 

ACTIVATIONS 2021
From 2021 we have increased our focus abroad. Our first 
activation will be a installation and show at Paris Fashion 
Week, September 2021. Follow up, we are launching a 
capsule collection at Sneakersnstuff Paris and Tokyo.

Swedish actress 
Nana Blondell in 
Diemonde 
Showroom

RnB Legend Usher in 
Diemonde signature jacket 
at Brilliant Minds 2018.

Swedish Super
model  Roger Dupé 
in Diemonde 
Midsummer Eve 
Jacket

Influencer and Artist 
Andreas Wijk in 
Diemonde signature 
jacket and trousers.

Artist Off-Set in 
Diemonde limited 
edition wool jacket.

Swedish actress and 
greenpeace activist 
Lena Endre

Influencer and Artist 
Benjamin Ingrosso  
in Diemonde 
signature linen suit.



BUILDING COMMUNITY

Every year we invite our customers, friends and family to 
experience the brand and our new products. Collection release 
parties, after work drinks at our showroom, pop-up shops, 
listening parties and workshops. 

Whether it’s a small intimate get-together or a big launch 
Diemonde  always attracts a diverse crowd of adult third culture 
kids. We share our platform by inviting young creatives for 
collaborative projects that expose their art at our events and 
venues whether it's a painter, musician or designer. 

On the left we have gathered pictures from some of our events. 

Bottom left: Disturbing Stockholm Fashion Show 2015. A Platform curated by 
diemonde for young creators to showcase their art and to show a glimpse of the 
future of Swedish fashion. Bottom middle: “Open House AW18” A  get together at 
our Studio Atéljé in Bredäng Stockholm. Bottom right: Customers posing for a picture 
at our pop-up shop event 2019. 

DISTURBING ÅHLÉNS CITY POP-IN 20/4-2019
https://youtu.be/V4qeA54wv1o
https://youtu.be/3yZ9pCM3m6I

OPEN HOUSE 29/11-2018
https://youtu.be/rOfPFk2QSfk

DISTURBING STHLM FASHION SHOW 10-2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcntZt-lL2g

 Footage from our previous  activities and events. 

https://youtu.be/V4qeA54wv1o
https://youtu.be/3yZ9pCM3m6I
https://youtu.be/rOfPFk2QSfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcntZt-lL2g


Diemonde pop-up merch-store concept at Brilliant MInds closing party in Stockholm.. Designed in collaboration with Specific Generics. 

COLLABORATION & PARTNERSHIPS

Diemonde has done plenty of collaborative concepts 
and partnerships throughout the years. Collaborative 
collections, merch, pop-up concepts, creative 
platforms and exclusive products to name a few. 

ÅHLÉNS CITY – In March 2019 we launched our ss19 
drop in partnership with the swedish department store 
Åhléns CIty in Stockholm. Together with the 
architecture and design office Specific Generics we 
created a physical space grounded in the brands 
identity. The goal was to create an open space that 
felt more as an art piece then retail platform. For our 
activations we opened up the platform and invited 
other creatives that share our values to share their art 
and create experience together with us. 

BRILLIANT MINDS – In partnership with the 
innovation VIP-conference Brilliant Minds, Diemonde 
created a concept and built a pop-up store, designed 
and produced merch for the shop and clothes for the 
core staff. The capsule collection included a baseball 
cap, sweatshirts, t-shirts, socs and a bomber jacket 
crafted at our factory Fugeetex in Sweden. All the 
clothes and merches was branded Diemonde and 
sold to the exclusive guests and speakers invited to 
the conference and closing party. Diemonde is the 
first and only Swedish brand to be given this 
opportunity. 

AVICII – The Avicii Foundation and Pop-house trusted  
Diemonde to design and develop the merch collection 
for Avicii Experience. Avicii Experience is an 
immersive tribute exhibition, located at Space(A 
Digital Culture center for music and gaming), honoring 
one of the true icons of modern popular culture. A 
destination for fans and the public to celebrate the 
memory of an era- defining music creator.



SOCIAL MEDIA INFO

INSTAGRAM: 
@diemonde

FACEBOOK: 
https://www.facebook.com/diemonde1/

E-COM: 
www.diemonde.com

Patrice wearing our “Favalli” shirt from our SS20 drop.

https://www.instagram.com/diemonde/?hl=sv
https://www.facebook.com/diemonde1/
http://www.diemonde.com

